The Tragic Truth About Addictions
and the Loathsome Lies About Transgenderism
The following essay represents a writing experiment in imaginative, dark,
twisted fiction—though it also contains plenty of serious fact-based
contemporary social commentary. The views expressed about addictions
and transgenderism are indeed based on real-world facts and research;
they are not merely flippant opinions or speculation. The character of Jeff is
a composite of a few people I have known in my own personal eclectic
research into human sexuality. The pictures (used with permission) are of
one of the real “transgender” individuals who form this composite (someone
who really did strip club work). This essay continues my investigation into
my two main psychological interests—human sexuality and addiction.
Do not read this if you have delicate sensibilities or if you are offended by
sexual subject matter or earthy, explicit language.
– A. J. Smuskiewicz, September 2019

Jeff—the middle-aged male accountant who became a young female stripper—was a
long-time acquaintance of mine, but not really a close personal friend. He was a guy
that I met and got to know a bit. He eventually confided in me about his problems,
because he didn’t have any close personal friends. I discovered that he was a very
unusual and interesting man. This essay tells Jeff’s story, based on details that he told
me about his experiences before he died from the effects of both alcoholism and AIDS. I
try to tell the story from his perspective. You will probably find the story to be crazy,
shocking, and ultimately depressing, as well as possibly offensive to your sensibilities,
but it is apparently all true. Many parts of the story are so bizarre that you may think
they are unbelievable and just the product of a sick, twisted imagination. But I was a
witness to some of those events, and I can assure you that they are true. I hope, as did

Jeff (who asked me to write about his life), that the words and ideas shed some light
and truth on certain important topics that are purposefully kept in the dark and
surrounded by lies today.

Dangerous lies from the media

Jeff lived to be 60 years old, dying in August 2019. By the time of his death, he had
grown sick and tired of hearing all the “progressive” media propaganda about
“transgenderism.” He knew it was propaganda and lies, because he himself lived that
lifestyle for about 20 years. He thought for a long time that he might be transgendered—
he thought he might be a “woman trapped in a man’s body,” as one often hears in
media reports. Transgenderism seems to be constantly in the news, ever since
Bruce/Caitlyn Jenner revealed his/her story. But Jeff eventually realized that he was just
a very confused and often lonely man, struggling with unsatisfied sexual feelings and
transferring his unfulfilled desires for female sexuality to his own body. That’s what he
told me. Those perverted sexual feelings were fueled by a serious addiction to alcohol.
In short, Jeff was a psychologically sick man. He was a sick man who was a
transvestite, or crossdresser—to use two old terms that are now politically incorrect but
still more precise than the media-promulgated “transgender,” which is so vague that it
could mean almost anything.
Jeff came to further realize from his interactions with other crossdressers, as well as
from his own research into the matter, that the vast majority of so-called transgenders
are also just confused, mentally troubled men, like he was. Oh yes, there are some who
truly are transsexuals, to use another precise term that is now out of favor. These are
people who were born with male bodies but who genuinely are female in their brains;
some even have genetic differences compared to “normal” males. And such people
would indeed benefit from medical treatment consisting of hormone therapy and “sex
reassignment” (sex change) surgery. However, those individuals represent a tiny

minority of the population—a miniscule percent. That condition is real, but nowhere near
as prevalent as the media suggests.
So contrary to the media propaganda, Jeff discovered that most men who like to dress
as women do so because they are confused and troubled, and because they get a
sexual thrill out of it. In most cases, it is not a harmless, alternative “gender identity.” It is
a type of destructive addiction and psychological problem. Jeff had to teach himself to
gain control over that addiction, as well as to control his associated addiction to alcohol.
(Most people with gender identity problems also have alcohol or drug addictions.) He
finally forced himself to conquer those terrible addictions, but only after many repeated
and failed efforts. He had to stop the bad behaviors because he knew they were
steadily destroying his life. Unfortunately, they eventually succeeded in destroying and
ending his life, because by the time he stopped, it was too late. He had the professional
“gender therapist” community, primarily, to thank for that tragedy.

Origin of his crossdressing
Jeff began crossdressing when he was about 13 years old, just as his hormones were
kicking in. He didn’t know why; it just happened, and it continued. Until he was about 40
years old, he always did the crossdressing in the privacy of his home—never in public.
He enjoyed the soft, sensual, flowy, feminine feeling of women’s clothes against his
skin—dresses, skirts, lingerie, pantyhose. Slipping on high heels turned him on. He
liked the girly look of purses. He loved the way makeup and wigs transformed him into a
totally different person—into a woman. Wearing and feeling the clothes and looking at
himself in the mirror made him feel relaxed and happy, but it also aroused him sexually
(an arousal that often culminated in cumming). This habit was definitely satisfying
certain needs, though he did not clearly understand why he was doing what he was
doing.
During most of that time, Jeff did not have a girlfriend, despite the fact that he was a
rather good-looking fellow. He had a full head of dark hair, and sometimes a bushy
mustache (which, of course, he shaved whenever he felt the urge to dress like a
woman). He was also quite a responsible, level-headed, and hard-working fellow in his
regular life, with a good, steady job as an accountant. But Jeff was a naturally shy guy
who wasn’t very social. During the brief, intermittent periods when he was dating
women, he found that his desire to crossdress became substantially diminished. The
woman seemed to take the place of the dressing. He thought that was curious, though,
again, he did not really understand it.
When he was 39 and 40, he was dating an attractive blonde woman, though they didn’t
seem to have much in common, and it was not a satisfying relationship. He liked sex.
She didn’t. But she knew how to dress sexy, with nice dresses and high heels. Jeff
found himself often admiring her clothes, wondering how they would feel to wear. He

sometimes imagined that if he was a beautiful woman like that, he would wear sexy
dresses and heels all the time, and he thought he would enjoy flirting with men and
having sex as a female. But he tried hard to repress those thoughts and feelings,
because he was a man and he liked women. The thoughts about having relationships
with men only came out when he thought of himself as a woman. Did that mean he was
bisexual? He didn’t understand it.
When Jeff and his girlfriend broke up, he began to question his gender identity and
sexuality more than ever before. Suddenly, all those repressed feelings flooded over
him. At the same time, he began reading Internet stories about transsexuals and
transvestites (“transgender” was not yet a very common term), and he started to
seriously wonder if he was one of those women who were trapped in the wrong body.

Therapists give very bad advice
That’s when Jeff decided to seek professional psychological therapy for his gender
problems. In search of answers, he actually visited three different therapists, for
numerous sessions over a period of a couple years. He would receive a lot of bad
advice from these therapists—all of whom happened to be women. But by the time he
realized it was bad advice, it was too late. He had become hooked on an addictive,
destructive lifestyle that they had pushed him into. For all the money he spent on
psychological therapy, he ended up with a ruined life.
The first therapist advised Jeff to begin going to gay bars while crossdressed. She told
him that gay bars would be safe, welcoming places for him to explore his gender and
sexual issues. He initially resisted, because he was not gay and because—as basically
a loner and a non-social person—he was never comfortable in the social environment of
bars. However, the therapist kept encouraging him to try it, so he eventually did.
The second therapist suggested that Jeff consider transforming his body, specifically by
getting his body and facial hair permanently removed (through a laser process), taking
female hormones (to grow breasts), and getting an orchiectomy (surgical removal of the
testicles) and possibly other surgery. He made an appointment for hair removal—two
different times. Each time, he later cancelled it. Instead, he got in the habit of regularly
shaving off all his facial hair, which he had been lazy about before. He began taking
small doses of estrogen hormones. But after several doses, he did not notice any
obvious feminine changes, and his worries about possible adverse effects (such as
heart disease and cancer) made him stop. He never seriously considered an
orchiectomy, though he did often fantasize about getting full sex change surgery.
Unsatisfied with those two therapists, he found a third. However, she essentially told
him the same things as the first two. All three therapists did their best to convince Jeff
that he was transgendered, that he should begin “transitioning” to female, and that he

should live the transgender lifestyle and embrace it to the fullest. None of them seriously
tried to encourage his maleness or to address his issues with loneliness or sexual
frustration. Further encouragement for the transgender lifestyle came from stories he
saw on the Internet and other news sources—almost all of which were very positive
regarding male-to-female transitioning and men living as women. The few stories that
were negative or discouraging about transgenderism were strongly condemned by
people in the “LGBT community” as the products of right-wing, religious, intolerant,
ignorant crackpots. Thus, Jeff felt himself being pushed, forced, and shoved into this
lifestyle, despite his doubts. He always harbored some doubts and worries about it. But
he didn’t trust his own feelings or instincts. He ended up trusting other people, and
that’s how he got into trouble.

Sexual adventures in bars

Jeff became increasingly confused, and he increasingly found himself doing things that
were wildly out of character for him. When he finally took the therapist’s advice to step
out in drag (when he was 41), he gave it everything he could. He shaved all his facial
and body hair, he moisturized all his skin, he crossdressed in sexy clothes (which
became progressively more “slutty” with each outing), and he went to gay bars—usually
in the northwest suburbs of Chicago (where he lived) and usually looking to hook up (for
mutual oral sex). Although he was normally (as a man) into only women, he found that
when he crossdressed and went out, he craved male attention. In fact, his whole
personality dramatically changed whenever he was out dressed as a woman in bars. He
became much more social, open, and lively. It was almost as if he truly had become a
completely different person… like a werewolf or Jekyll/Hyde transformation. This both
frightened him and excited him.
And he found that his female self—whom he named “Jessica”—was popular with men,
even in gay bars. It is a fact that certain guys are sexually into other guys in drag. Most
people knew that Jessica was a guy in drag. If you were sufficiently perceptive, “she”
was not “passable” as a real woman. Nevertheless, she looked a lot better than many of
the other drag queens out there. “Her” thin frame (Jeff had purposefully lost a lot of
weight to look more feminine), long legs, and small chin worked to her advantage, but
her large hands, feet, and nose usually gave her away as a him, as did the malesounding voice. Also to Jessica’s advantage was the fact that Jeff looked about 15
years younger than his actual age, especially with well-applied makeup. Even when Jeff
was in his 50s, most guys thought that Jessica was in her 30s. The adoring male
attention made Jessica feel very feminine and attractive. This further encouraged her,
and she did her best to play it up by wearing very short skirts and dresses (Jessica
loved to show off her legs), big fake boobs (a mastectomy bra with breast-form inserts),
a tight waist cincher, sensual pantyhose or thigh-high nylons, high stiletto heels, long full
wigs (usually blonde, but occasionally other colors), long false eyelashes, lots of
makeup (especially black mascara, eye liner, and eye shadow, and dark red lipstick),
shiny colorful nail polish, blingy silver jewelry, and flowery perfume. It was great
fantastic fun for the plain-looking, boring, old Jeff to become the sexy, youthful, exciting,
feminine Jessica! It was indeed a dream come true.
To make herself feel even prettier, sexier, more feminine, and more social, Jessica
drank way more alcohol (usually wine and mixed drinks) than Jeff ever drank in his life.
On a typical night of partying, Jessica might have 10 drinks or more. This led to a major,
chronic drinking problem. Jessica usually got extremely drunk and left the bar with some
strange man (often strange in more ways than one), with whom she had sex (usually
unprotected) at his home, in a cheap motel room, or in the back seat of a car. Within
just a few months of this new lifestyle, Jessica had had more sex with men than Jeff had
had with women in all of his previous years. Jeff became totally wrapped up in his new
female fantasy life as Jessica. But it was all an illusion. The next day, after the effects of
the alcohol wore off and he had washed off all the paint and dirtiness, he was just a guy
again, and he always felt terrible about what he had done. Nevertheless, within another

week or so, his uncontrollable impulses compelled him to do it again. He had become
addicted to the sexy feminine feelings (from the clothes and the sex) and the whole
alcohol-fueled fantasy. He was getting sexual and sensual pleasure out of these
experiences—euphoric pleasure at a level that he had never thought possible. But he
felt deeply conflicted about it.
During his crazy times in the gay bars, Jeff met a lot of other “trannies” (if you’ll pardon
the politically incorrect but commonly used term, commonly used even in the
“community”). Many of them were prostitutes, escorts, law breakers in some other way,
alcoholics, drug addicts, and other confused, troubled men living for the night (or
forever?) as women. After Jeff finally quit his own tranny lifestyle, he said that during his
20 years of public crossdressing, he had met only a handful of individuals whom he
believed to be psychologically well-balanced genuine transgenders (in the sense that
the media uses that term, as genetic males who simply want to live freely as the women
they really are). And, it should be pointed out, that Jeff, as Jessica, went to other places
besides bars and clubs (which happen to be the focus of this story). He also sometimes
went to local LGBT meetings and events, so he had the opportunity to meet a variety of
people in the LGBT community. He said that even at those events, most of the
“transgenders” were what he thought of as transvestites/crossdressers (like him), and
some even admitted their own sexual addictions to the dressing.
As Jeff’s confidence grew in his female persona, he left the gay bars behind and
ventured into regular straight bars instead—while crossdressed as feminine, sexy,
alluring, and enticing as possible. He was thrown out of a few places, but most places
welcomed him in with no trouble at all. (People just about everywhere are more tolerant
than they are generally given credit for.) And the bartenders, managers, or whoever was
in charge usually let him use the women’s restrooms—though, at this point, he was
totally confused regarding his gender identity. Was he a woman, or was he a man? He
was not sure if he thought his use of the women’s restroom was appropriate, but if the
bar let him use it, who was he to argue? Since he was usually drunk, it was getting
more difficult to figure it all out. He was confused, but he was also amazed—absolutely
amazed!—at the many horny self-declared “straight” men who were extremely eager to
have sex with him (as a her). It made him realize that the sexual perversions of many
men are unbounded—including the perversions of himself.

Total insanity in strip clubs

After a couple years, Jeff grew bored with picking up guys in bars. Although living the
fantasy was a thrill—and turning men on was so damn easy—Jeff knew that he was still
basically heterosexual. He didn’t think he was bisexual, because he didn’t like men at all
whenever he was a man. He wanted men only when he was a woman. Jeff liked
women, not men. But he also thought that he might be a woman, though he wasn’t sure.
So he came to think that maybe he was a “lesbian.” Ah, a new concept to explore!
That’s when he began going to strip clubs—regular female strip clubs—to enjoy the
sexy female company there and to be a sexy female himself. These clubs would prove
to be the pinnacle of Jeff’s transgenderism, as well as the final nail in his coffin.

Jeff would often go to strip clubs dressed like a stripper—in a tiny tight stripper dress,
seven-inch stiletto heels, fishnet stockings, garter, and big blonde wig. He would buy
most of those items from Lover’s Lane or other stores specializing in sexy clothes and
sex toys. He would strut his stuff across the floor of the strip club like one of the working
girls. He was now Jessica in full, and he knew that “she” was hot stuff. He had perfected
“the look.” He frequented several strip clubs as Jessica, but one became his favorite
hangout. That popular club let him dance on stage several times for tips. The house
mom would often give him stripper dresses to wear, and the other strippers would give
him various things to wear too, like corsets, garters, necklaces, and bracelets. They
thought that Jessica was wild crazy fun, and they treated her just like one of the girls!
Whenever he danced on stage, Jeff/Jessica asked the DJ to play Rob Zombie’s “Living
Dead Girl,” to which the DJ usually introduced her as “Jessi” (because there was
another Jessica there). It became Jessica’s theme song. And Jeff, as Jessica, also
sometimes gave lap dances, whenever the managers allowed it, depending on their
mood (they let him keep 10 bucks per $30 dance). He knew how to hide his junk so that
the customers would not notice it. In the dark strip club, with its intoxicating, sexually
charged atmosphere, the men either didn’t realize or didn’t care that Jessica was really
a guy.

Needless to say, Jessica was always the only tranny “stripper” in the strip club. Such
clubs typically do not allow transgenders to work as dancers, and even though Jessica
was not technically working at the club, the fact that she was simply allowed to dance
from time to time and flirt with the customers was highly unusual. Like I said, everyone
there thought she was wild crazy fun. Now that’s about as tolerant as tolerant can get!
It was all incredible, unbelievable, fantastic, outrageous, rebellious fun, Jeff later told
me, noting that he lived out every female fantasy he ever had during his time in these
strip clubs. Hell, he was a middle-aged man acting as a young female stripper! That
must be the most outrageous fantasy of all time!!!
On other nights, Jeff would go to the strip clubs dressed like a guy, then get a back
room with a girl and crossdress there, putting on the girl’s clothes and a wig, and she
might do his makeup and nails. Then they might hang out all night together. He would
consume massive amounts of alcohol and spend massive amounts of cash on these

sexy stripper chicks—thousands of dollars a night as he spent multiple hours at a time
in private rooms being naughty with the dancers, as well as with certain waitresses and
female bartenders (and even a male bouncer or two). The more he spent, the more he
and the girls could get away with. That included cocaine, as well as full sex. A lot of
illegal shit goes on in strip clubs, if you spend enough money. This wild insanity became
increasingly and dramatically out of character for the real Jeff—the conservative person
he had been for the first 40 years of his life, before he let himself be led astray by
others. It was wild fun but totally insane, irresponsible, immoral, and disgusting (when
he eventually sobered up). He had completely lost the sense of morals and ethics with
which he had been raised. He had lost all his core values, in the pursuit of a female
sexual fantasy. This made him very sad and depressed, when he was sober. So he
tried to stay drunk.

Jeff had become extremely confused—by his frequent crossdressing, his strange sexy
stripper persona, his unrestrained and unbounded sexuality, his excessive alcohol
consumption, his reckless spending, and his hopelessly jumbled self-identity. He found

blissful euphoria by being an intoxicated and highly sexual woman, but when he wasn’t
that woman, he felt ashamed by it all, because at his core he was pretty sure he was
just a horny old guy. How the hell had he gotten to this point??? What the hell had
happened to him??? And what the hell was going to happen to him if he kept this up???
He feared he might really be going crazy, with a severe and profound psychological
illness. He knew that he was losing his mind, and possibly his soul. After some 10 years
of this tranny lifestyle—a lifestyle originally encouraged by professional therapists to
supposedly help him with his gender issues—his life had spun completely out of control.
He was trapped in a downward spiral, and his life was headed straight to hell. (Not “hell”
in a religious sense, but in a basic sense of everything unravelling.) He knew it. But he
could not escape. He would not be able to escape for about 10 more years. Sometimes
he wanted to be a woman. Other times he wanted to me a man. Sometimes he was
proud of his sexual and female accomplishments. Other times he was terribly ashamed
of and disgusted by himself. He was drunk too often to understand what the fuck was
really going on inside his fucked-up head.
Still, he kept engaging in this sick behavior week after week, month after month, year
after year. Nobody tried to stop him, and he couldn’t stop himself.

Spiraling out of control into hell
During all that time, Jeff’s addictions and insanity got him into an enormous amount of
trouble. He got two DUIs—one time after leaving a gay bar, the other time after leaving
a strip club. The first time he was dressed in drag, and the cops beat him up, apparently
just for fun, giving him four fractured ribs and a broken arm. He was too embarrassed to
sue them. The second time, he was dressed like a stripper, and the cop offered to drop
the charge if he gave him a blow job. For some stupid reason, Jeff refused the offer,
and he suffered the inevitable consequences. Ah yes, those fine upstanding men of law
enforcement! Jeff ultimately had his driver’s license permanently revoked. He then had
to rely on Uber.
Jeff feared for a while that he was HIV-positive. Astonishingly, considering his sexually
reckless lifestyle, the test (administered in a gay bar) showed he was not. At least that
test. Not yet anyway. He eventually lost his accountant job because of his drinking and
missing of work. It took him a few years to get another job, but it did not pay as well. He
depleted most of the money in his bank accounts and investments, spending it on his
ever-worsening strip club addiction, as well as on his various legal bills and fines. His
legal problems could have been a lot worse. One of the strip club bouncers told him that
he, as Jessica, almost got thrown out of the club one night because he kept offering the
male customers sex for money. But he was so drunk, he did not remember that incident
at all. What the hell was he doing? He did remember leaving the club a few times (as
Jessica, of course) with men and going to hotels for sex, which he gladly accepted
money for, if offered. But he did not remember actively propositioning men inside the
club. So it seems that Jessica had become a prostitute in addition to a stripper. Well,
that combination does go with the territory.

Jeff passed into his mid-50s in his ever-more out-of-control hellish spiral. He was so
terribly lost, and he felt he had nowhere to turn. He understandably did not trust
therapists, and he was too embarrassed to confide in any of the few relatively close
acquaintances he had. He had no close family members. He would sometimes hint at
some of these problems in conversations with me at the time, but he never shared any
definite details with me until he had finally stopped the behaviors and he knew he was
dying. He wanted to stop it all for years, but the longer it lasted, the harder it became to
stop. I was able to relate somewhat to Jeff’s struggles, as I had my own alcohol and
stripper addictions at the time. In fact, that’s how I first met Jeff/Jessica—when we were
both enjoying a drunken, wasted night together at our mutually favorite strip club. (I
would eventually conquer my alcohol and stripper addictions, but only after several
costly and unwise outside-the-club relationships with those devious ladies of the night.
What an idiot I was!)
Jeff’s transvestite and stripper sexual addictions continued to be fueled by his alcohol
abuse, but also by the increasing news reports during the 2010s that glorified
transgenderism as the latest great civil rights cause. Jenner, Chelsea Manning, Laverne
Cox, Alexis Arquette, various sports and YouTube personalities … it seemed like a new
tranny was in the news every week, foisted up by the media talking heads as a new
hero for the country to idolize and emulate. Those reports really messed with Jeff’s
head, I know. He knew that some of these individuals might be genuine, legitimate
transgenders, but he also knew that some of them were either frauds or, like him,
seriously confused and lost souls.
Jeff began to do more and more research, which had become much more prevalent and
available on the Internet than when he had first investigated the matter many years
before. I also shared my own research findings with him, trying to help. We both came
across some mental health experts on the Web who were questioning the media,
political, and “scientific” orthodoxy on the allegedly positive aspects of transgenderism.
There seemed to be a growing backlash against the political propaganda, as more
experts—though still a distinct minority—were pointing out the pathological aspects of
gender dysphoria and transvestism, the misguided nature of common therapy
approaches, and the rather large percentage of transsexuals who later regret their
hormonal and surgical transitions. Although these mental health professionals were
widely condemned by the scientific and political establishment, Jeff was now convinced
from his own experiences and observations that they bravely spoke the truth. Most
people who think they are transgender are really just sick, confused, desperate people
in need of honest, ethical, caring help. They are not bad, they are just ill, and they need
help.
Unfortunately, such real help is almost impossible to find in modern American society.
There is a corrupt, dishonest, self-perpetuating, powerfully influential, and multifaceted
“transgender establishment” today, comprised of therapists, counselors, psychiatrists,
physicians, surgeons, clinics, pharmaceutical companies, scientists, researchers,

academicians, activists, the mass media, politicians, pop culture celebrities, and others.
It almost rivals the military-industrial complex in power! You won’t get truth or help from
them, only propaganda. If you want truth, you have to discover it yourself. If you want to
get help, you’re going to need to help yourself.

Truth is understood as alcohol is stopped, but it is too late
Interestingly, as Jeff’s spiral into the deep dark depths of decadence worsened and as
the pro-transgender propaganda became louder, more forceful, and more ubiquitous,
truth gradually—ever so gradually—became more firmly implanted inside Jeff’s brain.
He was desperately seeking a way out of the hellish, reckless, dangerous, deranged,
immoral, unethical, wasteful, pathological lifestyle that he had gotten himself into. Yes,
he had gotten himself into it, but only with the fraudulent encouragement and promotion
of others. However it started, so long ago, it was finally time to put an end to it. He knew
it. He was too damn old for this nonsense anyway, he wasn’t feeling particularly healthy
anymore, he had wasted way too much money, he had grown sick and tired of it all, and
it was finally time to grow up and face reality! Jesus, he was almost 60! Enough with the
crazy fantasies!
So as Jeff approached 60 in late 2018, he finally became able to think clearly—and to
begin to get his life back under control. It happened when he stopped drinking alcohol,
once and for all. He simply made himself stop, out of pure determination and sheer
exhaustion. After the drinking stopped, the crossdressing stopped. After the
crossdressing stopped, the bars, strip clubs, sex, and spending stopped. Eventually,
peace of mind came within his reach—especially when he realized that he didn’t need
to rely on other people for his happiness. He could depend on himself and his own
willpower and inner strength. He grabbed that peace of mind and held onto it. He
learned to stay focused on what he found to be true, on the morals and values with
which he was raised, and he learned to ignore the media lies, the political propaganda,
the cultural distortions and perversions, and the deceptions and manipulations of others.
After 60 years of life, and following the end of 20 years of a destructively extreme
transgender lifestyle, Jeff told me that he had spent two decades as a man with severe
psychological illnesses and addictions. That’s what “transgenderism” typically is, he
said—an illness and an addiction, and it can lead you to some very bad, very dark
places. To avoid falling back into that sickness, he knew that he had to constantly stay
on his guard—against his own demons and against other people’s deceptions.
Then, after he had finally cleaned himself up, the most terrible tragedy struck. He found
out that he was infected with HIV. He had AIDS. The doctors told him that he had
probably had it for years. When he was in the hospital getting treatment in early 2019,
they also told him that his liver was failing. The alcohol had done its damage. That
added to the explanation of why he hadn’t been feeling good the past several months.

By mid-2019, his body was falling apart rapidly. There was nothing that could be done.
He went pretty fast, leaving the planet on August 27, 2019.
His failing health during 2019 inspired my determination to quit my own addictions. And
I have. Thank you, Jeff, wherever you are.

Do not believe the lies and propaganda!
I believe that one of the main lessons of Jeff’s tragic story has to do with the dangers of
a sick, decadent culture promoted by a mass media that is ignorant and uncaring about
actual facts, because the media monsters are blinded and driven by a progressive
political agenda of perceived “social justice.” Furthermore, his story exposes the
dangerous misguidance of so-called professional gender therapists, who are actually
just pursuing their own self-interests and agendas. The therapists that Jeff saw were not
directly responsible for all of the problems that developed in his life, of course.
Nevertheless, if those therapists had been truly knowledgeable, helpful, caring mental

health professionals, they should have been able to recognize the deep, powerful,
destructive addictive and impulsive tendencies lurking behind his superficial gender and
sexual issues, as well as his issues with loneliness and social isolation. Those are the
matters that they should have addressed and tried to resolve with their therapy, rather
than just focusing on the gender identity problem. And If those matters were outside of
their professional expertise, they should have directed him to other professionals who
could have helped. Moreover, they definitely should have steered him away from
situations and environments where his destructive addictions and impulses would be
triggered—not toward those environments! Telling Jeff to go to bars dressed like a
woman was probably the worst possible advice anyone could have given him. That
marked the beginning of the end for him.
If you are struggling with a gender identity problem in this day and age and in this
country, you should probably not trust anyone except yourself and your own instincts
about what you think is good and bad, right and wrong, true and false. Jeff made the
fatal mistake of doubting his own good instincts, as he fell for the lies of manipulative,
self-interested people. You have to be honest to yourself above all else. Don’t let other
people—in addition to your own weaknesses—destroy your life, especially for the mere
sake of temporary euphoric fantasies. I believe that this lesson applies to all addicts, of
any kind, including addictions of a sexual, alcohol, drug, or spending nature. You can
get your normal, sane life back by trusting in yourself and using your own willpower to
fight the insanity and perversions of modern American society. But you have to do it
before it is too late.
Before Jeff got diagnosed with AIDS, he was working hard to pull his depleted finances
back together, along with the rest of his devastated life. He deeply regretted all the
decadence and waste in which he had wallowed, but he viewed it as a valuable learning
experience. He still felt lonely from time to time, but he also felt wiser and
psychologically stronger. He got his sanity back. He got his sense of morality and ethics
back. He got his true self back, against enormous odds, and he finally knew who he
was. He was Jeff. He was a man. That’s a big deal! He wanted to educate other people
about the truth of this matter. He asked me to share his story with other people through
this essay and these pictures, which he hoped would shock other people into
maintaining or regaining their sanity in these crazy times. As he lay dying, he said he
thought that it was even more important to tell his story. And this is the main point he
wanted to stress:
For all the real transgenders out there, he wished you the best in your gender
transitions and in your new lives as the people you really are. But for all the confused,
disturbed transvestites/crossdressers out there—people who are probably struggling
with addictions and mental illnesses of one kind or another—he urged you to turn your
lives back around before it is too late.
Eventually, it will be too late.

